
 

 PR-TE-169.- CAMINO BECEITE - CRETAS 

PR-TE-154.- FORTINS DE CABRERA   GR-8.- MARRADES - PARRISSAL 

Dis: 6,25 km. Dif: Media 

Dis: 16,53 km. Dif: Media-Alta 

Dis: 7,18 km. Dif: Alta 

 PARRIZAL / PARRISSAL ROUTE 
(Matarraña / Matarranya River)  
 

1.- ACCESS (6 km)     ( :Check with the Tourist Office/ www.beceite.es) 

A paved rural track, mostly narrow and no border to walk. The use of the parking areas is regulated: 

- Parking Area 1: The nearest to Beceite. 60 min walk to get to the Parrizal zone. Regulated only in summer. 

The Control Point, to pay for the use of any of these parking areas, is located 3.5km from Beceite: 

- Parking Area 2: 3.5km from Beceite (next to the Control Point). 40 min. walk up to the Parrizal zone.  

- Parking Area 3: 6km from Beceite (2.5km from the Control Point). Direct access to the Parrizal zone.  
 

2.- PRE-ROUTE (800 m) SHORT WALK      
An unpaved track. Botanical route. Rock paintings. Suitable for strollers and elderly 
people. No car entry; except authorised vehicles. 
 

3.- ROUTE (8 km, round trip) EXCURSION     
Route that follows the course of the Matarraña River up to its 
fountain. Only on foot. Starting Point: From the first wooden 
walkway. Arrival: "Estrets del Parrissal" (canyon: 1.5 m wide; 60 m 
high and 200 m long).Type of tour: Linear. Difference 
(altitude): 100 m. Length: 4 km. Hiking time: 3 h. Round trip. 
Difficulty: Easy-Average. Road signs: Wooden sticks.           
Recommended season: Spring  and  Autumn. Water  shortage in 

summer. Abundant water in winter. Type of 
road: Dirt paths and rocky stretches. 
Infraestructures: Wooden walkways with cable 
grasps (not always). During the hike:    
 

- Entering the water or swimming is forbidden. 
- The use of hiking boots and walking sticks are recommended. 

- Not recommended doing with dogs. 

 

PR-TE-150.- MOLA DE LINO 

 PR-TE-151.- PENYAGALERA 

PR-TE-152.- LA CAIXA-PERIGANYOL 

PR-TE-153.- BELENGUERA - ARANY 
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Road signs. Short Hiking Trail (PR) 
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Road signs. Long Hiking Trail (GR) 
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 Dis: 13,71 km. Dif: Alta Dis: 3,29 km.  Dif: Media 

 Dis: 11,24 km. Dif: Alta 
Distance: 2,66 km. Difficulty: Alta 

 THE PENA RESERVOIR 
(Pena River) 
 

      
 

The 3.3 km forest paved track departs from 
the Saint Anne’s Chapel square. Before 
coming to the reservoir, we find a detour that 
indicates La Caixa (PR-TE-152), a square-
shaped mound on the mountain. Its silhouette 
can be seen from many points in the region.  
 

Near the reservoir we come upon a crossing: 
to the right we come up to the dam and a 
paved track takes us to Valderrobres. To the 
left we find a recreative area next to the 
reservoir.   
 

Coming to the end of the reservoir, after 
crossing a bridge, we can go to the right along 
a forest track to Fuentespalda and Peñarroya 
de Tastavins, recommended for 4WD vehicles 
and to the left we can go to the Saint Michael 
de Espinalva’s Chapel (PR-TE-155). 

 

 

 

 LA PESQUERA / LA PEIXQUERA 

(Ulldemó River) POOLS 
 

                           
Mobile homes: Check with the Tourist Office / www.beceite.es 

Access: 3km of 
paved track to the 
first pool (Toll de 
l’Olla). Route: 5km 
running parallel to 
the river. While 
driving    one     may  

take the trails that lead down to the 
pools and, on a nice day, to sunbathe 
and even take a bath. At the Racó de Sant 
Antoni there are viewing-points with 
boards that explain how the river 
behaves and the erosion on the 
mountainous massif.  
There are 15 parking areas near the pools. They 
are regulated during the summer season, when 
there is a Control Point to pay for using these 
areas. All of them are numbered and indicate their 
maximum capacity. Parking in excess of the 
numbered  spaces    
is   forbidden     
and  it  is  

recommended 

to always park 

pointing the car 

towards Beceite.  

 

RULES of BEHAVIOUR: 
 

 It is only allowed to park in the parking areas. 

 It is not allowed to spend the night in the vehicle or to park it during the night outside the urban area. 

 Throw garbage in the containers located in the urban area and in the areas enabled for it. 

 Mobile homes: the accesses to the natural spaces are regulated; please check with the Tourist Office or the Town Hall. 

 Dogs must be on a leash and they cannot bathe in the rivers. 
 

Municipal regulatory ordinance on the promotion of civic conduct and protection of public spaces.  
(BOP. TE. Number 247. December 30, 2014) 

 

 Matarraña /Matarranya 
Region 

Coves de Beltrol 

 
  Parking 1 (Natural swimming pool) 
 

  Parking 2 and 3  (Parrizal Route) 
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